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ABSTRACT 

Fixing network constraints in order to promote a 
generalised access to Electrical Energy (Project SCAI) 
bearing in mind the quality of energy delivered to Low 
voltage (LV) clients with critical constraints, must focus on 
clear and quantifiable objectives, achieved through project 
management integrating all services chain. 
 
Great Lisbon Network Area -ARGL- including five cities: 
Amadora, Cascais, Lisboa, Oeiras and Sintra, has more 
than 1,5 million inhabitants in an area with 566 km2, where 
LV underground cable distribution network is almost 80% 
in a total of 9,8 thousand km. Even in very dense areas, one 
must deal with two distribution network types, urban and 
rural (even though areas served by overhead lines, typically 
rural, are gradually becoming Urban), with different 
characteristics (density, load and voltage constrains, aging, 
architecture, origin,...). Urban networks are mainly 
underground and their biggest handicap is transformers 
and cables overload. In the case of overhead lines, the 
major problem is voltage drops, as a consequence of the 
power lines long length between the MV/LV transformer 
cabinets and the energy delivery points. Project 
Standardisation (Compact substations, Transformers Use 
factor, mechanical and environmental protection,..) and 
network architecture definitions are critical to deal with 
main constraints. 
 
When planning new distribution networks (or their 
refurbishment where old solutions do not apply any more 
and equipments and architectures must be replaced), it is 
important to consider a global balance between LV network 
lengths, quantity of MV/LV transformer cabinets, 
transformer loads reference rate and connections to the 
nearby existing cables. Concerning network architecture, 
we focus on keeping a radial distribution scheme and use 
different solutions, as in the case of MV/LV transformer 
cabinets or auto transformers to solve voltage drops. New 
solutions are also arising from Distributed generation 
impact and the needs to diagnosis environmental 
compatibility (EMC, noise, temperature,..). Different 
solutions have to integrate different perspectives on 
technology, network architecture or load estimation. 
 
 
 

 
IT system tools (SAP, SW, DM, e-sit) are fundamental in 
this process and have allowed a faster and easier analysis 
of the distribution network handicaps and make all the 
process information available to everyone at any point in 
time by sharing data, as Installations inspection data bases 
or Calculation Systems. 
 
Project management methodology, integrating 
identification of potential critical points, has allowed 
considerable reductions in time taken to solve clients’  
claims on the quality of service related with infrastructures 
constraints, preventing new claims and benefiting from the 
availability of information to all services chain and 
allowing a control of the achieved goals. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

ARGL’s network provides energy to around 860 thousand 
clients, covering five municipalities - Amadora, Cascais, 
Lisboa, Oeiras and Sintra. Hence, one can find two different 
network types, urban and rural, with different 
characteristics, such as density, load and voltage constraints, 
aging, architecture and materials. 
 
In recent years we have been facing increasing demands on 
energy quality. According to the present regulation, clients 
are entitled to compensations’  payments whenever some 
parameters related to electricity supply are not 
accomplished; for voltage drops, a 15 days period for a 
claim diagnosis is established. [1]  
 
Project SCAI main focus is to improve the wave quality for 
all ARGLs clients with low voltage problems and supply 
failures within a short time period after the complaint. 
Project SCAI also focus on the study of potential network 
critical points in order to prevent supply failures and 
subsequent complaints. 
 
As for the low voltage problems, the process starts by 
placing a voltage analyzer at the clients’  installation; the 
analysis of the obtained records allows a precise definition 
of the needed works in the local network. Values above or 
below 10% of the nominal value (230V) are considered 
irregular. 
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Figure 1 – Example of a record obtained at a clients’  installation 
 
As for supply failures due to cables overload, the definition 
of the needed works is done after checking the nearby 
networks’  load. 
 
In any of these situations, a first approach to the problem is 
taken in the form of technical suggestions to the SCAI 
group meetings for discussion. Afterwards, a technical-
economical study establishes exactly the works to be done.  
 
The work programme includes all the licences required for 
the works to take place, such as licences for underground 
work, archaeological or environment supervision, 
depending in the area, public spaces occupation (mainly 
when a new transformer cabinet is needed), among many 
others. These licences usually lead to a long delay in the 
process. 
 
After the works are concluded, the entire local network is 
reviewed so that all the modifications made are integrated in 
the best way. 
 

NETWORKS’ CHARACTERIZATION 

In areas with high population density, the network is 
typically urban, the cables are mainly underground with 
small lengths, since the transformer cabinets concentration 
is high; urban areas main problem is circuits and 
transformers overloads, leading to occasional LV supply 
failures.  
 
A typical rural network is mainly constituted by overhead 
lines with long lengths, since the local population is 
dispersed, as well as transformer cabinets. These factors 
along with small cables’  sections lead to voltage drops in 
the circuits which represents the local network main 
problem. 
 

 Amadora Cascais L isboa Oeiras Sintra 
% of Clients 

in ARGL 
11 13 42 11 23 

% km2  4 17 15 8 56 
Density 
[% clients/ 

%km2] 
33 9 36 17 5 

Table 1 – ARGLs’  five municipalities’  clients and areas 
breakdown 
 

Other relevant issue is that there are many old elements in 
the network, such as: copper cables, junctions, underground 
distribution boxes and overhead lines support which are 
becoming extremely deteriorated since some of these have 
been in service for over 40 years.  
 
In some of these traditionally rural areas the population has 
been increasing extremely fast and so is their demand on the 
local network making it difficult to respond to all the 
imposed quality standards. 
 
 

ARGL's characterization
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Figure 2 – Distribution network density, substations density, 
clients’  density, underground network percentage (%/km2) vs 
energy density (%GWh/ %km2) in ARGL 
 
 
A typical LV problem in rural areas is the increasing of 
clients energy needs as a consequence of improvement in 
the stands of living. If an installation is around 1km away 
from the MV/LV substation and the circuit supplying it is a 
70mm2 Aluminium (Al) cable, a small section for a long 
distance, voltage drops are expected under these new supply 
conditions.  
 
In areas like Cascais and Sintra, contracted demand may 
increase by as much as 300%. 
 
While the process for a problems’  definitive solution is 
being analysed, an auto-transformer can be installed in order 
to minimize the voltage drop. In this case, the voltage values 
remain under survey during the studies to make sure they 
are within the standards established in the Regulation. The 
problems final solution consists in the installation of a new 
MV/LV substation closer to this clients’  installation. 
 
Figure 3 shows a network scheme after the modifications for 
Quality of Service improvement. 
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Figure 3 – Final network scheme 
 

NEW NETWORKS’ PROJECT 

When planning new distribution networks, or the existing 
ones refurbishment, new concepts arise in order to make 
them more reliable and to prevent new situations like those 
studied in project SCAI. 
 
New project development guidelines are followed as 
materials standardization, transformers utilization factor, 
MV/LV substation action distance and network structure. 
 

Figure 4 – Example of a radial network project 
 
As for materials standardization, the use of higher cable 
sections (95 and 185 mm2 Al for underground networks and 
70mm2 Al for overhead lines), makes it possible to plan new 
networks which are more reliable then the old ones, since 
the materials used can support a bigger power range, 
avoiding future circuits overloads and voltage drops above 
the levels established by the regulation. 
 
The table below shows the used cable sections’  and their 
range. 
 

Power [kVA] Connection type Cables section [mm2] 

< 70 
LV cable derivation 
or direct from a LV 
box or an in/out box 

LSVAV 2x16 
LSVAV 4x35 

70 - 140 
Direct from a LV box 
or a MV/LV Subst. 

LSVAV 4x95 

140 - 200 
Direct from a 
MV/LV Subst. 

LVAV 3x185+95 

> 200 MV/LV Subst. needed LVAV n(3x185+95) 

Table 2 – Standard cable sections’  power range 
 
Transformers nominal power is also standard, the values 
used are 250kVA, 400kVA and 630kVA. As for their 
normal usage factor, it is about 65% of the nominal power. 
When needed, MV/LV substations may have two 
transformers. 
 
An MV/LV substation feeding range is about 100 meters 
(328 ft) long avoiding the networks’  natural development to 
create voltage drops. 
 

Network analisys
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Figure 5 – Load Density variation on ML/LV T.C. and LV 
network 

 
The investment program shows a bigger increase on 
MV/LV substations than that on consumption or LV 
network. 
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Figure 6 – Evolution of cases under study in project SCAI during 
2006 
 
 
The development of the network is now based on a radial 
structure, which means that although each distribution box 
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is fed by one single circuit at a time, it is possible to switch 
it to another one when needed. Such network makes load 
flow control and fault cables detection easier and therefore 
faster, allowing the clients to be fed faster after any incident 
occurrence. 
 

 
Figure 7 – Radial network scheme 
 
 
LV distribution network was typically open ring. 
Distribution boxes, either fed by one single or two different 
circuits from different MV/LV substations. Despite this fact, 
this type of network is cheaper and more flexible to connect 
new consumers, it also presented big disadvantages 
concerning load flow control, fault cables detection, 
reliability, protection selectivity and higher short circuit 
power. Facing these factors, a networks’  radialization 
program has recently taken place in Lisboa municipality. 
The needed changes took 5 years to be accomplished. 
 
Simultaneously to this radialization program, an earthing 
system conversion, from ‘TT’  to ‘TN’  system, also took 
place. 
 
The TT earthing system is characterized by the 
independence between the neutral and the protective 
earthing. The clients’  earth connection is also independent 
from the earthing network. This system main problem is that 
in old urban areas with high clients’  density, voltage 
potentials can be transferred to clients’  earthing system 
through underground conductive elements, such as water or 
gas pipes, since the clients’  installations are very old,  and 
the earth system does not work (as a consequence of the 
electrode’s corrosion or of its resistance high values). 
 
To overcome these problems, which affect the low voltage 
network management, and are also related with safety 
issues, theoretical studies point to an earthing system in 
which the neutral and the protective earthing are the same, 
this is known as the ‘TN’  system. 
 
 

The earthing system conversion cannot be done without 
considering the protection against direct and indirect 
contacts guarantee through the electric equipment’s active 
parts insulation, since the occurrence of a neutral failure 
may have catastrophic consequences to people as well as 
equipments safety. 
 
The earthing system conversion program is still in course in 
Lisbon, at the moment, related with earthing equipment 
modifications arrangements, preparing them for a future 
effective conversion. 

 
IT SYSTEM TOOLS 
IT system tools have an important role in the entire quality 
service improvement process since they allow a fast, easy 
and reliable analysis on the problematic distribution 
network area. 
 

 

Figure 8 – SIT Image: LV network for tree different MV/LV 
substations 
 
SIT/DM’s database includes all the information regarding 
the existing network configuration as well as all the projects 
being studied at the moment, which will become the future 
network. (Figure 7) 
 

 

Figure 9 – SIT Image: LV network in red and ML network in blue. 
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In ARGL MV/LV substations loads are measured twice a 
year (one in the summer and the other one in the winter); 
those values are kept on a database along with the 
installations loads evolution. 
 

 

Figure 10 – MV/LV substation load measures 
 
In order to guarantee the information reliability, it is 
extremely important that all systems are kept up to date. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In the last few years ARGL’s number of clients has been 
increasing along with the distribution network, leading to an 
increase on the network management complexity. Despite 
this, the clients’  complaints on quality service related issues 
have been decreasing. 
 
When planning new distribution networks, new solutions 
have to integrate different perspectives on technology, 
network architecture or load estimation. 
 
IT system tools allowed a faster and easier analysis of the 
distribution network handicaps and make all the process 
information available to everyone at any time by sharing 
data, like installations inspection data bases or Calculation 
Systems. 
 
Project SCAIs’  methodology, integrating identification of 
potential critical points, has allowed considerable reductions 
in time taken to solve clients’  complaints on the quality of 
service related with infrastructures constraints, preventing 
new claims and benefiting of the availability of information 
to all services chain, while allowing a control of the goals 
achieved. 
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